UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 201910
State of New Hampshire

NH-Strafford County
Barrington
Alexa Paige Beaulieu (BA)              Magna Cum Laude
Judy C. Dowe (MED)
Amanda Marie Doyle (BS)
Ashit Kuthumi (BSCIVE)
Alaina Marie Rogers (BS)              Summa Cum Laude

Dover
Salme Cook (PHD)
Brendan J L D’Orsay (BA)
Benjamin Lincoln Froburg (BSME)        Cum Laude
Kevin Gutierrez (BS)
Benjamin Gutzler (PHD)
Kerri Ann Hughes (MED)
Aaron Kahn (DNP)
Justin K Klingler (MPP)
Joel D Kneisley (BSESCI)
Amanda Fay Krampert (BS)
Preston M Massingham (BA)              Summa Cum Laude
Kaley M Patterson (BS)
Marshall Reed Fletcher (BSCHE)
Abigail Marie Rist (MS)
Jacob Michael Scarpino (BSENVE)
Daniel Johannes Weise (MS)
Lindsey C Williams (PHD)

Durham
Catherine O’Malley Fitzgerald (BS)
Vanessa Louise Grunkemeyer (MPH)
Victor Leo Leblanc (MBA)

Farmington
Nichole M Cray (MSW)

Lee
Nancy Lynn Fernandes (PHD)
Lori Gula Wright (PHD)

Madbury
Lauren R Sullivan (MS)

Middleton
April Janet Perreault (MED)

Rochester
Alexander Michael Demers (BS)
Abbigail Downer (BA)                Cum Laude
Colleen R Dunphy (BSENSE)
Zachary Michael Hobbs (BS)
Taylor Matthew Hussey (BS)
Caitlin Nicole Labonte (BS)
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Rochester  
Joshua Caine Letterman (MS)  
Olga Igorevna Letterman (MS)  
Kelsey M Lloyd (BA)  
Kelsey M Lloyd (BS)  
Reece Andrew Paquette (BS)  
Ravi Patel (BSME)  
Steven Tsaknis (BA)  

Cum Laude  
Cum Laude  

Strafford  
Brianna Liberty Hanson (BS)  

Magna Cum Laude  

Rollinsford  
Angel Marie Brady (BA)  

Cum Laude  

Somersworth  
Cameron Michael Fournier (BSCS)  
Michelle Ruth Gagne (MSW)  
Amanda A Guididas (BS)  
Seanna Rivera-Perry (BA)  
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